Fruits & Vegetables Game
Hold up each piece of Fridge Smart and ask guests to write down one fruit or veggie they could see themselves
putting into that size. A the story is read, each time guests hear the name of their fruit/vegetable read, they call
out “I Love Tupperware” and select a game prize. When all the prizes are taken, they take prizes from each other.
“The other day, I went to the produce market and I really saw some strange things happening. I was looking at ripe,
juice TOMATOES when I heard this unusual voice call to me, “please don’t squeeze me, I’ll bruise.” I stopped what
I as doing in dismay. As I turned around I head, “LETTUCE go home with you.” What a PLUM PEACHY day it
was to shop. The LIMES were dancing to the CILANTRO samba! The music was driving me BANANAS, but I
continued to search for the things I had on my list, including BROCCOLI, SPINACH and GREEN ONIONS. The
AVOCADO said to the LEMON, “Let’s PEAR off!” The ORANGE invited the APPLE to go to the fruitbowl game
with him. The CELERY was stalking around the market and was upsetting the ONION who sat and cried while a
bunch of GRAPES sang a catchy tune! The WATERMELON thought this was so funny he split his sides laughing
and had to be replaced by a CANTELOPE. Things really began to get out of hand. The SALAD hollered, “Go
CAULIFLOWER to come join the fun!” The CUCUMBER burped and turned BEET red when everyone stopped the
nonsense to look at him. At this point, the market man came in and swept up the entire mess with a CARROT-topped
broom. I’m glad I could find the KIWI’s to my car to make a quick exit along CHERRY and STRAWBERRY drive
home!”
LEFT RIGHT GAME
Once upon a time I LEFT my fears behind and decided to head RIGHT towards my dreams.
The first step I took in the RIGHT direction was to share my dreams with others. When I
spoke of my dreams it LEFT some people doubting me and feeling I was not in my right
mind. But others thought I was RIGHT on track. They too LEFT their fears behind them and
joined me. The more people that I found who were heading RIGHT in the same direction as
me, the easier the path was to follow. When I felt like parking it RIGHT in the middle of the
road there was always someone RIGHT there beside me to help me get back on track. We
found that persistence, teamwork, determination and belief were just the RIGHT ingredients
for reaching our dreams. As we encountered speed bumps we jumped RIGHT over them,
together. As we came across doubt and disappointment we LEFT them RIGHT as they were,
side roads we were not willing to go down. Seeing things in the RIGHT light LEFT us feeling
confident and strong. RIGHT now is the RIGHT time to do the RIGHT thing. May your belief
in your dreams be strong enough to head you in the RIGHT direction. May you surround
yourself with the RIGHT people to help you on your journey and may you be LEFT with
confidence and courage. And when you are out of gas, may you look RIGHT beside you and
know that your team is there to steer you once again in the RIGHT direction. RIGHT
her….RIGHT now… that is all there is LEFT to say.

Purse Game
Grab your purse… 1 person to land what each thing I ask for into this bowl (place
biggest Tupperware you have with you in middle of floor) gets 100 points)
Credit Card Lip Stick
Jewelry
Car Keys Photo of Family
Busienss Card
Rubber Band
Mirror
Passport
Quarter
Something Fun
$100 bill
st

Relate each item to business as you hand things back!

